
1ère ST2A__Objects & representation :
Ways and means to build up a message :

What does it show ? What does it suggest ?

Picture A :This image represents every country in the world, there are girls and  boys all-united around the earth. They look like citizens of the world because of their flags that are likely to picture the different nations .Maybe, they are willing to make a better world as good citizens and responsible for their actions.We can see men and women who are holding their hands. The world is represented with the idea of recycling and solidarity. The earth and the logo of recycling are mingled., the idea is that  people around the earth are like the actors of this recycling.
The message is : if we continue like this, the situation is getting worse. So, we must agree on that point in order to get by.The message is that everyone must participate in the recycling of wastes and by-products.In doing so, sustainable development is possible.
 It encourages us to be ecological and to recycle. 



Picture C : We can see a hand with trees instead of 3 fingers  that have been cut. On one finger there is a woodcutter and on another finger there is a tree. This represents  « deforestation ».The message deals with how to stop deforestation because trees are necessary for oxygen and so are necessary for our survival.The hand is vital to humans and trees are vital to the planet. So this is a way to show us what we do to the planet,  by putting ourselves in her place.
We can see a hand, the hand that has lost three fingers. One of the fingers is> a man and he is cutting another finger which is a tree. We can see there> is just one tree left.> The picture suggests "deforestation".> The picture wants to show us, we mustn't cut trees.> Because trees are very important for humans.> The message of this picture is : without trees, we will be dead !
 



Picture F : On this picture we can see the earth who is coughing. She is sick  because of exhaust fumes. This represents  pollution in the atmosphere.  The message is that greenhouse gases are likely to poison the earth.
We can see the earth, the earth is coughing because of pollution.> All around there are fumes.> The earth is sick because of pollution and she is in danger.> We must change our daily life to enable the planet to breathe.> The message is : don't pollute the earth !
On the image, we can see the earth, it is coughing, suffocating. In the background there are exhaust fumes. The problem is pollution and greenhouse effect caused by exhaust fumes. The planet is represented like a human being and it is in danger. The message is about taking care of the earth, about protecting it. So, we have to get involved / to take part in the action of the recycling process. 



  The problem is« Global Warning », because it is written in big letters and the colour of this word is different from the other words. We know that the rise of the sea level, high temperatures and the melting of the ice cap are consequences. The big letters are like a warning against natural catastrophes, because it shows it's a very big problem and the colour of the letters too.This picture gives an insight into the dangers.  

  The objects of representation are a hand, the sea and the earth.The earth is half-covered with water because the hand is pushing the earth towards the sea.
• We think that because of man, there is the rise of the sea level.
• One can also imagine that the hand can stop the water, and maybe humans can solve the problem.



On the picture we can see both two lungs and a forest. There are holes in the> forest. The dominant colour is green. It's a cold colour and it's> the colour of nature.> The Amazonian forest is the lung of earth because it turns co2> into oxygen. Humans kill her with "deforestation".It's really a problem and a real shame.If we compare a lung of a smoker with the picture we can find> similarities. The cigarette causes damages to the lung and humans cause> damages to the forest. No forest no life. Smoke can kill life.> The message is certainly that we must protect all the forests on the> planet in the same way as we must protect our health. So, we must put in trees to restore.> Deforestation is a kind of pollution.> We think that it's a good picture to convey such a message because it's> clear. It denounces the damages on the environment. We are against this> because nature is beautiful and it's the> central point of our life. We must respect the planet.Here, the forest takes the form of lungs. The problem is deforestation. It means that if forests disappear, we couldn't breathe anymore. The message is we have to stop deforestation if we want to preserve the earth and stay alive. 


